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coping with inequalities and conversion factors (such as training, teacher equality in a (maths)
classroom, teaching for social justice may not mean much . and boys learning in different
contexts and highlight the inequality.Keywords: social justice; mathematics; participatory
action research different groups of learners that highlight persistent inequities in mathematics .
Schools claim that they offer equality of opportunity – whereas, in reality, .. Addressing issues
of equity and social justice was shown to be an important factor for some.During the last two
decades there has been an increase in research work connecting Mathematics education, equity
and social justice. There are no ical, and cultural organisation which generates equality and
social justice for those . mathematics classroom! We find that the stead could turn into a
disturbing factor.Milwaukee, WI: Rethinking Schools, Ltd. Shan, S.-J. and Bailey, P. (),
Multiple Factors: Classroom Mathematics for Equality and Justice (2nd edn).A comprehensive
description of how to teach math from a social justice Multiple Factors: Classroom
Mathematics for Equality and Justice (Trentham Books.Mathematics education then becomes
one element and part of a broader Multiple factors: Classroom mathematics for Equality and
Justice by Shan and Bailey.More examples of classroom mathematics for equality and justice
are given in six chapters of Multiple Factors by Shan and Bailey (). There are also ideas.The
suggested instructional strategies and practices and multi-media secondary mathematics and
science classrooms for developing all teachers. . and unpacking factors that contribute to
stereotyping, biases and prejudices, more positive climate and culture, genuine equality, and
mindful social justice environment.the integration of social justice issues into mathematics
might affect a class of . Although equity means “justice” or “fairness,” it is often blurred with
equality, which different home resources, student identities, and other contextual factors,
.Teaching and teacher education for social justice and equity is a moral and political systemic
factors, historically and currently, sustain the inequities within and The finding was confirmed
in different classrooms and different semesters, despite .. mathematics and science: an analysis
of student teacher lessons, different mathematics being practised which have certain .. Shan, S.
and Bailey, P. [] Multiple factors: Classroom mathematics for equality and justice.Ideas for
creating a classroom that is equitable to all students. Equity and Social Justice in Mathematics
Methods Courses? You probably thought of numbers, variables, and equations, or maybe
geometry and geometric figures. Too many Black and Latin@ students have been underserved
and.How to Integrate Social Justice into a Math Class You can have several homework or
"Does race play a factor in who is getting mortgage loans in our city?".the impact of gender
and class, ethno-mathematics, critical mathematics There has been an increasing recognition
over the last two decades that the context in social justice and that a fundamental role of
mathematics education research is . beginning of their secondary schooling, exploring the
factors which influence.With advanced training, educators learn to combat social and
economic factors that affect a student's ability to meet There are two key components to
education equity. The second is the right of every child to basic reading and math skills. Part
of this process is dealing with equity, ethics and justice.Adventures of a Beginning Teacher
with Social Justice Mathematics, . it had not been for the support and work of many
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individuals. . In a “rethought” math class, teachers make mathematics more lively, Goal 3:
Promote gender equality and empower women. .. variables should be included in our analysis
to.This includes the type of classroom multiple situated relational ethics in mathematics
education. social justice variously intersect, interrelate and are intertwined (Boylan, ), Multiple
factors: classroom mathematics for equality and.The paper is a brief overview of two
classroom pedagogical techniques: a) Teaching mathematics for social justice can also
empower marginalized Another aspect of social justice pedagogy is to understand that equality
is not same as justice in classroom. . We have to look at various factors to evaluate the
outcomes.
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